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just never stops getting better. With one of their most popular products, it just takes the entire 

experience to a whole new level. The  Echo is a device that follows voice commands, providing you

with answers about news, music, weather, and more. You can also use it to play your favorite music

and audiobooks and even use it as an alarm clock! The possibilities are endless! This book will

provide you with everything you need to know about the  Echo. You'll get to know its design and

setup and learn how to navigate the device itself, including its app.  Echo has a name, and you can

call her Alexa. She will make your life more convenient on a day-to-day basis. You'll be surprised by

what's in store for you!
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I purchased Ã¢Â€Âœ Echo: Master Your  Echo; User Guide and Manual because I wanted more

detailed information about my wifeÃ¢Â€Â™s new Echo device than the rather sparse manual that

came with it provided. This is actually a very useful little book. Author Andrew McKinnon provides a

lot of interesting information about the  Echo and gives many helpful tips on getting the most out of

it. I especially like the list of EchoÃ¢Â€Â™s Ã¢Â€ÂœEaster eggsÃ¢Â€Â• that McKinnon provides in

the last chapter.McKinnon writes in a friendly, casual style that is easy to understand. The book is

short  perhaps 75 pages at most. I finished it in less than an hour.This book is essential if

you own an  Echo (with built-in speaker system). It will definitely help you get more out of this



amazing device. Recommended.

The Echo is easy to set up and use and I was fine without the book. However I love the Echo so

much that I bought several as Christmas presents and just knew that my tech challenged parents

would be calling me every 2 minutes asking for help. I would than become frustrated by their

questions and the Echo would sit unused. So I bought the Master Your Echo book and gave with

the actual Echo. Explained to my parents that I would not be helping them and to read the book.

Guess what the book was a simple instructional aid and both parents love the Echo and now know

more than I do on different apps and features. If you are a tech challenged person or would like

further details on what your Echo can do this is a great book. I look it this way if you get a smart

phone and can figure out the apps and functions on your own skip the book but if you get a smart

phone and curse it for being too complicated than you will get a lot of use out of the book.

This user manual is upgraded version and I found it really perfect & helpful. Though I had read

some user guidebook before to learn more about  Echo, but I grabbed this new version book for the

sake of knowing all the latest things that were added in this device. This book fulfilled my

expectation and throughout it, I have come to know all the latest features and things about Echo. If

you are an owner of  Echo or if you have any plan to purchase Echo soon, then this guidebook will

show & teach you all the things about  Echo so you can get the most out from that device. GoodThis

is my honest opinion about the quality of this book and if you think it kinda helpful for you, then

please don't leave without giving a helpful vote over my opinion. Now I am looking forward to check

& see more books written by this author.

Great book. Very helpful.

This book was very useful. I purchased it at the same time I purchased my Echo, and they arrived

together. It was helpful in the setup up and explaining the different functions.

Was very informative and a great price.

While I find this toy amusing and fun, actually getting stuff done has been a bit of a struggle. I can

make to-do lists work by using the phone app but I have trouble asking it to check off things. The

music feature is nice but again, I have to go to the app to see choices and do more robust lists. I do



want another one as you need to unplug and move it to use it in another room. I think it has a future

but it is still developing.

I got this book a week ago and it is just in time for 2017! It has all the new strategies for 2017 (as I

have had an echo for over a year).... I have gotten other guides that were terrible. I love this guide!!

highly recommend if you are an  echo user :)
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